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Although this theme runs well under Windows XP, the audio did not work during my testing --there is a complex problem handling section in the readme file that came with this download, but I did not take the time to follow its recommendations. And anyway, silence seems appropriate for deep space - Kim Saccio-Kent Note: When you buy something after
clicking on the link in our article, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate policy for more details. On behalf of sports brand Nike, advertising company Wieden + Kennedy commissioned Passion to write, develop and create a five-minute, fully animated film depicting a cast of Nike star athletes participating in the ultimate game of football to save the
sport from clones. When we were asked to pitch on this project, Wieden + Kennedy sent us an outline of a story that you can distil down this: an evil scientist invented clones, clones go through football, a team chooses to challenge the clones and you have this copy versus play-off player. It comes directly from W+K executive creative directors Alberto Ponte
and Ryan O'Rourke, amazingly talented creative guys who happen to be super premium. Although they sat on top of Nike ads globally, this was very much their baby. We started thinking about the team we could put together to work on it. Director Jon Saunders wrote a story that we came up with a 2D, illustrating the athlete squad. That was well received
and on its strength we were able to get into the animation test very quickly. One of them, made with a caricature prototype of Zlatan Ibrahimovic, just sings. Tests showed Zlatan did a few tricks, but it did more than that: it captured his personality. He didn't look a million miles from the way he looked in the last movie, but this was very much a first draft. He
moves really well, shows skill, character, and it really captures the imagination of W+K – we got the job. Then we began the writing process in earnest and as well as the production company, we formed a unique relationship with W+K, where we basically acted as another creative team. Our information as an innovative store, like storytellers, as entertainment
purveyors on various media took us in the door, but it was the team we launched for this collaboration that really put W+K at ease – or as easy as possible for this to be its top summer point for one of the biggest customers in a technique Nike was unfamiliar with. Our biggest challenge is getting character design and story right. Last Game Director, Jon Go
through the project from start to finish: 01. Our surgical treatments hit a few important notes. We want the characters to be charming, both in appearance and animation; we want the world to be grittier and more detailed than your average 3D movie, and we want filming to be based on a live-action.02 approach. ScriptwritingThe script turned out to be a bit of
a jigsaw puzzle. We know it needs to be about versus risk with a cast of star athletes playing with clone partners. We only had five minutes to tell a story (our first script was 15 minutes long) and it took us three months to get it right.03. Decided to watch the movie We knew from the beginning that we didn't want to use motion capture. Handheld animation has
a tangible charm that this movie needs. When we were presenting for the job, an animated test by Conor Ryan really set the tone for how we wanted the characters to move.04. Character Development Featured Design is probably our biggest challenge when we have to recognize caricature of some star athletes. These caricatures will be met with high
expectations from the brand, the agency, ourselves, the viewing public, and of course the star players themselves.05. Plot and choreographyT I've worked closely with the brilliant plot artist Brendan Houghton to understand and plan ahead of each series. The game ends, in particular, requiring a my myth of choreography. We remain very open to exploring
new angles in the envision before we have a 3D environment to play in.06. Cinemat shooting We wanted to film to range from being classy and intimate, to big-adventure-drama. The end game alone is shot from different high perspectives (including side pitch, POV on the field and crane shots) to give shots you never want to see in a real match or computer
game.07. Signature move We watched hundreds of video clips analyzing the specific moves of individual players. We also shoot separate live-action scenes with professional players for reference and even acting and filming studio activities with the antholythyth to figure out how players did their tricks.08. Animating it allThe animation crew at Passion's studio
fluctuated in number throughout the course of the entire seven-month project, but it was 25-strong during the particularly intense 12-week period during which we produced all the animated sequences for the final film.09. Final deliveryAfter months of hard work and an unprecedented collaboration involving a total of more than 300 people, we finally showed
the finished film for Wieden + Kennedy and Nike. It gained about 140 million views through Nike's official online channels alone in the first two weeks after its launch. From: Ryan Goodwin-Smith and Jon SaundersThis the article originally appeared in computer arts issue 230. Trying to get a six-pack while stuck at home? Perhaps you want to achieve a firmer,
flatter stomach, or maybe your goal is higher, with attractions set on washboard stomach types allowing immediate access to the next series of Love Island. Whatever the mission, it is important to first understand what is out beneath the wobbly paunch inevitably lying under comfortable winter jumpers. That's where you need tips on how to get a six pack
from someone who is completely ripped. Can you achieve the same very crumbly look from the restraints of your home gym? We have no idea, but it gives Something has to be done, right? Your abdominal muscles are made up of many different muscles, so let them grow properly, it is recommended that you combine a number of different exercises into
your core workout routine. This will allow you to exercise at a variety of angles so you can effectively target each part of your abdominal muscles, said Nathan Williams, grenade ambassador, World Champion body builder and top personal trainer. How to train your abdominal muscles as a professional athlete Just like any other muscle, your abdominal
muscles and many of the associated complex muscles need to be trained with progressive overload, which usually means gradually adding weight over time. But many abdominal-related exercises are difficult to target with weight plates, dumbbells and the like. So here, just adding more reps, holding a longer position or introducing a slower tempo may be
the key to successfully beefing up those abs. , Mr. Nathan.This will allow you to focus on the hard exercises at first, focus on form in the first case and ensure you get a good squeeze on the muscles. Nathan Williams shows off his abs which, you might say, be sculpted AF (Photo credit: Grenade)An easy abs routineWorkout, eat properly and you can look like
this (Photo credit: Grenades) Hanging Knee Tucks 3 x 12-15 repsHead for a fixed pull-up bar, rack or even a branch in your local park can support your weight Grab it with an upper handle and let your feet hang, so they're off the floor. Pull the knee over your chest using your abdominal muscles. This will trigger front abs, hip flexors and some oblique if you
pull your knees up at an angle. Slow down to the starting position and repeat. Cable Crunches 3x 12-15 repsThis moves may look like you're praying for some god of abdominal muscles, but it's a solid workout for abs. Attach a rope to a cable tractor down, put a soft rug on the floor to protect the knee and apply a kneeling position facing the cable machine.
With a rope in each hand, grip the handle near your temple and pull the weight down just using your abs. Squeeze the abdominal muscles hard, insert the chin into the chest and back ring when you reach the end of the movement, which will make you look like you have rolled into a balloon. Pause at the bottom and return. This is probably one of the only
exercises that encourages you to bend your upper back (instead of keeping it flat), so start with a very light weight and only start increasing the load once the form is perfected to avoid back injuries. Horizontal cable Chops3x 10 reps on each sideUse the same cable but with a suitable handle that you can comfortably grab and hold. Stand next to the cable
machine, hip feet of outer width and a slight bend in the knee. Grab the handle with your left hand to begin with and and Right on top for balance, now rotate the body and pull the cable over the body until it is completely extended to your side. Starting with a light weight will gently pull you back to the starting position of this move. Repeat for ten reps and party
exchanges. Abdominal muscle building isn't just about endless crunches (Photo credit: Getty Images)Top tips for getting the perfect stomachNathan believes working abs take a little more than just squeezing as many crunches as you can into a workout. Performing Exercise Form is key here. Make sure you are performing each exercise correctly to avoid
injury and give the best results. Motion control is also essential - slow things down and you will definitely feel the burns. Make sure you exhale on each representative to make sure your middle part does not fill the air. Body fat Remember, body fat is a huge factor when working on your abdominal muscles. We all have abs but, the more body fat you have, the
less visible your abs will be. If you are crammed in a core workout into each session and still don't see results, you may need to tackle your diet or increase your activity levels to reduce body fat. Fat.
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